
They are Ordained 

The long, bitumen laid streets  

scenic, refreshing Bredasdorp  

lay ahead. 

The manger, Holy Spirit,  

inn for new birth in ordination. 

Waiting embrace of local congregants 

Ready hands in motion. 

 

Stabled in: 

Groote Draak through Grassy Park, via Westridge and Strandfontein, Robertson 

ahead. 

Their coaches, stable hands all proud and puffy 

Their candidate, ready. 

 

The journey of the call, long and testy 

From scrutiny of parish vale through Bishop, FOV, 

Ordinands, perhaps Seminary 

All ready for the final coat of veneer in POT. 

 

But wait, to Ossie they need to listen 

Now, fresh from labour into greener pastures of retirement 

Knowledge and experience hang like ripe fruit for picking 

Sumptuous intake for ‘With God’s help I will,’  

‘here am I Lord, send me.’ 

 

Convoys rich with metal bright 

Zooming the N2 with turns, caution, traffic full 

Descending on the City… of Bredasdorp. 

 



But wait, our dear Best Senior, presentations perfect 

Commas stroked, ts’ dotted, full stops checked. 

Vivid imagining of space and people, orchestrated 

Ready for our Beloved Margaret to raise her baton 

‘INkosi mayibe nani.’  

With fluid smile to warm the hearts of colourful congregants. 

 

With eagerness and twisting tongue, uncertain of correctness 

Comes the response as proud eleven language South Africans 

‘Ibe nawe kanjalo.’ 

 

Gathered now, in the name of the Lord 

The well-groomed liturgy, swollen with antiquity  

The rhythm, flow moving  

from lips to ears to hearts with minds. 

Praises without song, yet fanfare  

Embraces all in the restful, challenge of ocean-deep worship. 

 

Bishop Os, homie of the Margaret, place of the hole 

Raps his ‘message of the Lord,’  

Recalls his teachings to forthcoming Host bearers 

 

At his feet in humble pose 

To hear deeply the mysterious voice of the One who calls 

‘whom shall I send, and who will go for us?’ 

 

‘Be a voice in context’ bellows cheerful Os of hope 

‘Be a presence of prayer’ 

‘Be an agent of grace.’ 

 



The time has come 

Margaret ready, protocoled trained to lay hands 

With glistening oil,  

Bible, Chalice extended, with charge. 

Prostrated they laid, soil and clay they become 

Raised, made, priests of God for people of the world. 

 

Gowns and stoles, pure white, with golden lace 

The Cross central sewed on garments  

a call to die, in service  

In the name of he who said,  

‘I come to serve and give my life as ransom for many.’  

Adrian, Clarence, Davene, David, Dean 

Sparkling with newness, ready to leap into the race 

To the prize of the high calling. 

 

First and continuous order of business 

‘Bless my people in my name.’ 
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